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ABSTRACT

A relatively detailed model of experimentally described macrophage

T-Iymphocyte interactions has been developed. In this model we

investigate the immune response to tumors that differ in antigenicity

and/or in initial size. Having deliberately omitted from the model

tumor escape mechanisms (e.g. suppression, antigenic modulation or

heterogeneity), we study the circumstances that nevertheless lead to

progressive tumor growth.

The model behavior shows that: (1) tumor antigenicity can best be

defined in terms of helper T cell reactivity; (2) small differences in

the availability of HTL (*) markedly influence tumor rejectability; (3)

compared with the impact of macrophages, the impact of CTL increases

more with increasing tumor antigenicity; and (4) sneaking through and

tolerance are intrinsic to this model.

HTL have a large impact on the model behavior (i.e. the immune

response) because there are self-reinforcements in the HTL activation

and proliferation process. Interestingly, unresponsiveness (tolerance)

evolves in this model, despite the presence of these

self-reinforcements and the absence of negative interactions (e.g.

suppression). Tolerance is caused by a proliferation threshold that

comes into existence when T-lymphocyte effectors are made short-lived.

We discuss the advantages of using numerical integration combined with

numerical phase state analysis. Stable steady states in this model do

exist but are of minor importance.

ABBREVIATIONS: ANGRY cytotoxic macrophage(s), APC antigen presenting
cell(s), CTL cytotoxic T-lymphocyte(s), CTLP CTL-precursor(s), HTL
helper T-lymphocyte(s), HTLP HTL-precursor(s), IFN interferon, IL 2

interleukin 2, MAF macrophage activating factor, MPH normal
macrophage(s), NK natural killer cell(s).
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INTRODUCTION

Immune reactions usually involve interactions between a large number of

cell types. Mathematical models in immunology are however normally

simplifications, representing only part of the available immunological

data. Two types of model simplifications should be distinguished:

those imposed by the modelling formalism (and the method of analysing

the model) and those imposed for reasons of informatic minimalization.

In order to obtain insight into the dynamics of complex systems, the

former type of simplification should be minimized, whereas the latter

type should be maximized.

Models that incorporate only part of the data, i.e.

cell-interactions experimentally known to exist, exhibit behavior that

corresponds to experimentally known phenomena. The investigation of

the relationships between the set of incorporated interactions (i.e.

the micro level) and the model behavior (i.e. the macro level) [1]

provides insight into the role of the various processes that are

involved in immune reactions. Moreover, it is possible to pinpoint the

"key interactions" responsible for generating a specific phenomenon if

all redundant interactions are removed, i.e. a model is simplified

(e.g. [21).

Here we investigate immune responses to tumors, i.e. antigens

capable of endless replication. Many different effector cells are

known to play a role in the immune resistance to tumors: e.g. NK cells,

B cells, helper T cells, cytotoxic T cells and macrophages [3]. Our

model specifies only a subset of these cells (i.e. helper and cytotoxic

T cells and macrophages), and only one compartment is taken into

consideration. The interactions between the incorporated cell types

are however specified in a relatively "knowledge oriented" way.

Interestingly, the behavior of the model is diverse, and corresponds to

a number of phenomena described experimentally.

We have incorporated the following data in the model (see

Table 1 and Fig. 1): a) small tumors grow exponentially [4], large ones

linearly; b) T-lymphocytes and macrophages can become cytotoxic towards

tumor cells [3]; c) macrophages process tumor cell debris (which

accumulates upon normal tumor cell death and upon tumor cell lysis),

and present the processed tumor associated antigens in an antigenic

form [5]; d) HTLP activation requires antigen presentation, whereas

CTLP activation does not [6]; e) CTL and HTL are capable of

proliferation (in response to IL2) [7, 8], whereas macrophages are not

[9]; f) CTLP maturation into the CTL stage requires the presence
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Table 1. FORMAL REPRESENTATION OF THE MODEL

APC = (MPH + ANGRY)*DEBRIS/(KMD + DEBRIS)
FACTOR = HTL*APC/(KMP + APC)
INFLAM = H*FACTOR/(KMF + FACTOR)
dCTLP/dt = Il + I1*INFLAM A*CTLP*TUMOR EL*CTLP
dHTLP/dt = 12 + I2*INFLAM A*HTLP*APC EL*HTLP
dMPH/dt = 13 + I3*INFLAM A*MPH*FACTOR EM*MPH
dPCTLP/dt= A*CTLP*TUMOR A*PCTLP*FACTOR EL*PCTLP
dCTL/dt = A*PCTLP*FACTOR + P*CTL*FACTOR/(KMF + FACTOR) DL*CTL
dHTL/dt = A*HTLP*APC + P*HTL*FACTOR/(KMF + FACTOR) DL*HTL
dANGRY/dt= A*MPH*FACTOR DM*FACTOR
dTUMOR/dt= R*TUMOR/(1+TUMOR/KR) KILL*(ANGRY+CTL)*TUMOR/(KMK + TUMOR)
dDEBRIS/dt=-ED*DEBRIS + D*TUMOR + KILL*(ANGRY+CTL)*TUMOR/(KMK + TUMOR)

Table 1. The cell interactions specified by the model. Tumor cell
killing is effected by two effector cells: cytotoxic T-lymphocytes
(CTL) and cytotoxic macrophages (ANGRY). CTL precursors (CTLP) require
both activation by antigen (TUMOR) and stimulation by lymphoid factor
(FACTOR) before they transform into cytotoxic effector cells, which are
capable of proliferation. Transformation of macrophages (MPH) into
their cytotoxic effectors (ANGRY) is caused by lymphoid factors
(FACTOR) released by activated helper T cells (HTL) upon restimulation
of the latter by antigen presenting cells (APC). Only HTL produce
lymphoid factors; the different factors are assumed to be kinetically
identical and are combined into one variable (FACTOR). HTL precursors
(HTLP) become activated (effectors) upon interaction with APC.
Effector T-Iymphocytes (CTL, HTL) proliferate in response to
interleukin 2 (FACTOR); effector macrophages on the other hand can only
be formed from their precursors. The influx of precursors is increased
with INFLAM during an inflammation reaction. The intensity of the
inflammation reaction depends on the concentration of lymphoid factors
(FACTOR). Effector restimulation (KMP), proliferation stimulation
(KMF) and tumor cell killing (KMK) [49] follow conventional
Michaelis-Menten kinetics.

Figure 1. The interactions
incorporated in the model.
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Table 2. PARAMETER SETTING OF THE MODEL

A 10-3 activation rate per cell per day
D 0.1 DEBRIS generation rate units per cell per day
DL 0.02 or 0.2 lymphocyte effector decay per day
DM 1.0 cytotoxic macrophage decay per day
ED 2.0 debris decay per day
EL 0.02 lymphocyte precursor efflux per day
EM 0.05 normal macrophage efflux per day
H 9.0 inflammation constant
Il 1.0 or 200 CTLP influx cells per day
12 0.01 to 1000 HTLP influx cells per day
13 125000 macrophage influx cells per day
KILL 10.0 killing capacity cells per cell per day
KMD 107 presentation saturation units
KMF 50.0 factor saturation units
KMK 105 killing saturation cells
KMP 103 restimulation saturation cells
KR 109 growth rate saturation cells

P 1.0 proliferation rate cells per cell per day
R 1.0 tumor growth rate cells per cell per day

Table 2. The parameter setting of the model is based upon experimental
data concerning the immune resistance of DBA/2 mice to the SL2 tumor
after the tumor has been injected into the peritoneal cavity of the
mice [20]. The parameter values were discussed previously in more

detail [14]. The degree of tumor antigenicity is defined as the number
of lymphocyte precursors that can be activated upon introduction of the
tumor, i.e. antigenicity corresponds to T-lymphocyte influx (II and

12). In order to represent different tumors Il and 12 are varied. We
study the effect of T-Iymphocyte effector longevity (DL) by changing it
10-fold.

of a lymphoid differentiation factor [10, 11]; and g) upon antigenic

restimulation HTL produce lymphoid factors: T cell growth factor (IL2)

[7, 8], T cell differentiation factor [10, 11], macrophage activating

factor (MAP, IFN) [12], and factors inducing an inflammation reaction

[13]. This model is an extension of models described in more detail

previously [14, 15]. Here HTL are restimulated by APC (instead of by

TUMOR) and CTL induction requires the presence of HTL-derived

differentiation factors.

For the informatic minimalization reasons mentioned above, only

stimulating (positive) interactions have been incorporated in our

model. Suppressor cells (of T cell or of macrophage origin [16, 17])

however "down regulate" anti-tumor immune responses (i.e. influence

them negatively). In order to investigate whether the failure of

immune responses hinges upon suppression and/or other tumor escape

mechanisms (e.g. antigenic heterogeneity [18] or modulation [19,

Michelson: this volume]) we have omitted these mechanisms.
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The experimental system upon which this model and its parameter

setting (Table 2) are based on the ascitic growth of the SL2 tumor in

the peritoneal cavity of DBA/2 mice [20, 21]. In this paper we

describe (theoretical) experiments with tumors that differ in

antigenicity. To this end we define the degree of antigenicity as the

initial sizes of the T-Iymphocyte precursor populations that can be

activated upon introduction of that antigen.

It turns out that (minimal differences in) tumor antigenicity

can determine whether rejection or progressive tumor growth occurs

(Fig. 4), i.e. can determine the failure of the response. Progressive

tumor growth can either be accompanied by an ever increasing

T-Iymphocyte response (Fig. 3 and 8c) or by a constant and very limited

reaction (Fig. 8a). Suppression, which is absent, is thus redundant

for the failure of the response.

METHODS

We investigate our model by introducing tumors of varying antigenicity

and/or tumors in various initial doses. These model immune systems

provide a more advantageous environment for experimenting than do wet

immune systems because a) all variables are easily observable, and b)

the system structure can be manipulated easily (i.e. the impact of

different processes can be studied through their incorporation or

omittance).

The model is formulated in ordinary differential equations.

APC, FACTOR and the inflammation reaction are incorporated in the form

of quasi steady state variables. The model is studied by means of

numerical integration (i.e. by simulation). Analytical methods would

put more severe constraints on the complexity of the model immune

system. Furthermore analytical methods usually concentrate on the

existence of steady states, which are not necessarily of prime

interest.

The power of the simulation method is augmented by static

analysis of the state space. We obtain insight into the qualitative

differences in the model behaviour by static (graphical) analysis. We

reduce the 9-D state space of the model (there are 9 variables) to

various 3-D or 2-D state spaces by making quasi steady state

assumptions for the other (6 or 7) variables. It turns out that such

state spaces with 0-isoclines provide a valuable tool for the
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interpretation of the model behavior. For instance, specific phenomena

can be related to specific forms (folds) of the 0-isocline planes.

The model is investigated by means of GRIND [22]. GRIND

performs numerical searches for 0-isoclines; it integrates by means of

ROW4A [23], which is a robust integrator for the analysis of stiff

systems of ordinary differential equations.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

antigenicity. In Fig. 2 the model immune system is challenged with a

tumor consisting of one cell and having an antigenicity corresponding

to I1=1.0 (CTLP=50) and 12=0.2 (HTLP=10). In Fig. 3 the same system is

challenged with a tumor of equal size but which is slightly less

antigenic (i.e. I1=1.0 and 12=0.1 (HTLP=5)). The former tumor (Fig. 2)

is rejected, whereas the latter (Fig. 3) grows in an uncontrolled

manner. We therefore conclude that minimal differences in HTLP

reactivity (here 5 cells, see Fig. 4) can markedly influence tumor

rejectability.

The immune reactions to these two tumors are very similar up

till day 10. At day 10, the CTLP have been transformed into PCTLP by

activation, the PCTLP remain constant (the availability of

differentiation factor limits their maturation into the CTL stage),

some DEBRIS has accumulated, HTL induction has just started, and a few

hundred ANGRY macrophages have been induced. In comparison to the

"progressive growth" case (Fig. 2), the TUMOR is 1% smaller in the

rejection case (Fig. 3), DEBRIS is 6% larger, ANGRY and HTL are about

twice as large, and PCTLP is roughly equal. Note that the initial (at

day zero) HTLP populations also differ by a factor two. HTL

proliferation is a self-reinforcing process because these cells produce

their own growth factor (IL2). The difference in the HTL numbers of

the two immune reactions therefore increases (up till day 15, when the

tumor is rejected). Moreover, HTL activation is also self-reinforcing:

HTLP activation requires the accumulation of DEBRIS, the HTL thus

generated induce ANGRY macrophages, which in turn increase the

accumulation of DEBRIS by lysing tumor cells. In addition, the

production of IL2 and MAF (FACTOR) increases upon an increase in

DEBRIS, since HTL depend on antigen presentation for restimulation.

These self-reinforcements in the HTL dynamics explain why minor changes

in HTLP reactivity have a major impact on tumor rejectability.
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Figure 2. The rejection of a tumor of an antigenicity correponding to
11=1.0 (CTLP=50) and 12=0.2 (HTLP=10) introduced as a single cell into
a non-immunized system (day 0). Parameters as in Table 2, DL=0.02.
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Figure 3. The progressive growth of a tumor corresponding to 11=1.0
(CTLP=50) and 12=0.1 (HTLP=5) introduced as a single cell at day 0.
Parameters as in Table 2, DL=0.02.
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The general relation between antigenicity and rejectability is

depicted in Fig. 4. The figure shows that weakly antigenic tumors

cannot be rejected whatever their initial size, whereas tumors that are

slightly more antigenic can be rejected even if they are introduced in

a large dose. Hundred-fold variations in CTLP reactivity do not change

the form and position of the graph in Fig. 4. As was concluded before

for our previous models [14], tumor antigenicity can thus best be

defined as helper T cell reactivity. Experimentally tumor antigenicity

is usually defined as the size of the largest rejectable tumor, which

is in our analysis a very insensitive parameter.

Weakly antigenic tumors that escape (e.g. Fig. 3) do not however

evoke weaker immune reactions. At day 24 of the simulation shown in

Fig. 3 all effector populations are larger than the maximum populations

reached in the rejection case (Fig. 2). However, because the tumor is

large (>109 cells) at that time these effectors have little effect.

These results are in close correpondance with the data of Lannin et al.

[24], who show that the T-lymphocyte response to a fibrosarcoma is "too

little and too slow" for tumor rejection.

Helper T cells play a crucial role in the immune reaction of the

model. Helper reactivity for instance determines tumor rejectability

(Fig. 4). Moreover, otherwise lethal tumors can be rejected when the

RNTIGENICITY

!u;

35w 3 5 ta 3 5 is 3 5 ts 3 5 is

HELPER INFLUX

Figure 4. The relation
between tumor rejectability
(i.e. the size of the largest
rejectable tumor) and tumor
antigenicity (i.e. HTLP
reactivity). The tumors range
in antigenicity from 12=0.01
(HTLP=0.5) to 12=1000
(HTLP=50,000). Parameters as
in Table 2, DLO.02.
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model is previously immunized with that tumor, due to an increase in

HTL numbers [14]. In addition, adoptive transfer of 5 HTL at day zero

enables the current model to reject the lethal tumor of Fig. 3. The

effect that HTL have on the model behavior is depicted in Fig. 5. At

low HTL numbers (i.e. at the back of the cube) the ANGRY isocline lies

entirely below the TUMOR'=0 isocline, whereas at high HTL numbers (at

the front) the largest part of the ANGRY isocline lies above the TUMOR
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of the model challenged with the tumor of
Fig. 3 (rejection). Assuming CTLP, HTLP, MPH, PCTLP, CTL and DEBRIS at
their respective (positive) quasi steady state values, we depict the
TUMOR'=0 (A), the ANGRY'=0 (B) and the HTL'=0 (C) isocline planes. The
arrows indicate the local direction of trajectories. In Fg. 5d ANGRY
is also in quasi steady state, t.he region corresponding to TUMOR'<0
(tumor regression) is shaded in that figure. Parameters as in Table 2,
I1=1.0, 12=0.2, DL=0.02.
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isocline. Therefore, at the front there is a large region in which

TUMOR decreases and ANGRY increases (which corresponds to tumor

regression). At the back however trajectories never ascend into the

TUMOR'<0 region because ANGRY numbers cannot become large enough there.

Tumor rejection is hence impossible at low HTL numbers. In the 2-0

phase portrait (Fig. 5d), where ANGRY is at quasi steady state, it is

evident that tumor regression (i.e. the shaded region) is only possible

at high HTL numbers. The figure (5b, d) also shows that the macrophage

response cannot grow infinitely large, so large tumors always increase

(large tumor trajectories move to the right along the horizontal part

of the ANGRY isocline (Fig. 5b)).

effector switch. In contrast to the "precursor bound"

macrophage response [2] the T-lymphocyte response is "proliferative"

[15] because it can become infinitely large by repeated T-lymphocyte

proliferation. Tumors that are too large to be rejected by macrophages

can therefore be rejected by the CTL population if the latter

proliferates (provided the tumor population does not have a faster per

capita growth rate than the CTL population). However, for the tumor

depicted in Fig. 3, CTL proliferation into a large effector population

takes such a long time that the tumor meanwhile has killed the mouse.

(Since mice die from tumors of about 108 cells [25], we stop the

simulations around that size). Highly antigenic tumors on the other

hand correspond, by definition, to large T-lymphocyte precursor

populations, which require fewer cell divisions (i.e. less time) to

reach the size required for tumor rejection. In Fig. 6 we show such a

case. Note that smaller doses of this highly antigenic tumor (i.e.

11=200, 12=10) would easily be rejected by the ANGRY macrophages.

About 108 CTL and 107 HTL are present at the time of tumor

rejection (day 10). For both populations this roughly corresponds to a

10,000-fold increase (T-lymphocyte populations are reported to be able

to expand to this extent [261). After the rejection of the tumor,

proliferation however continues because a large amount of DEBRIS has

accumulated; DEBRIS is removed relatively slowly. The removal of

DEBRIS upon phagocytosis by macrophages has been omitted from this

model for simplicity. Moreover, we have ignored absorption of IL2 by

the proliferating cells; if IL2 absorbtion were incorporated the IL2

concentration would decrease faster after tumor rejection. Prolonged

proliferation after tumor rejection is probably unrealistic.

In general however, this result (i.e. the predominance of CTL in

reactions to large highly antigenic tumors) does correspond to the

experimental data. Ishii et al. [27] show that the T-lymphocyte

infiltrate of methylcholanthrene-induced sarcomas increases with
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Figure 6. The rejection of an highly antigenic tumor, i.e. 11=200
(CTLP=104) and 12=10 (HTLP=500). A large graft of this tumor (107
cells) is introduced at day 0 into a non-immunized system (a smaller
dose would be rejected by macrophages). Parameters as in Table 2,
DL=0.02.

increasing antigenicity of the tumor, whereas the macrophage infiltrate

remains grossly equal. CTL are reported to play a significant role in

the immune resistance to virus-induced, i.e. highly antigenic, tumors

[3]. The current model also accounts for the experimental fact that

immunization mainly increases the T-lymphocyte part of the anti-tumor

immune response [28]. Immunization increases the number of

T-lymphocytes, which consequently require fewer cell divisions (i.e.

less time) to become abundant.
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Figure 7. Phase portrait
of the model. In a TUMOR,
CTL, HTL state space we HTL

depict the TUMOR'=0 iso- 1000
cline plane. CTLP, HTLP,
MPH, PCTLP, ANGRY and
DEBRIS are assumed to be
in (positive) quasi steady
state. The arrows indi-
cate the local direction
of trajectories. The form
and the position of this
plane are independent of
tumor antigenicity (i.e.
Il and 12) because both T
lymphocyte effectors (HTL
and CTL) are part of the
state space. The figure
thus represents all tumors
studied hitherto. Para-
meters as in Table 2,
DL=0.02.
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TUMOR 109

CTL state space (ANGRY and all other variables are in quasi steady

state). At high HTL numbers (and hence high ANGRY numbers)

intermediate sized tumors regress (i.e. in the central valley), larger

tumors however only decrease at high CTL numbers (i.e. above the

plane).

sneaking through and low zone tolerance. Although most of the

parameters of the model were taken from the literature, see Ref. [14],

several had to be filled in arbitrarily. The lifespans of the

activated T-lymphocytes (HTL, CT1, PCTLP) are amongst the parameters

that were chosen arbitrarily. Experimentally these cells are known to

be short-lived as effector cells but they are also known to be

long-lived as "memory" cells. The processes that determine

T-Iymphocyte longevity are largely unknown [29]. In the previous

simulations (Fig. 2-7) the rate of T-lymphocyte effector decay was

(simply) chosen identical to that of their precursors (i.e. 50 days).

In this section however we choose to make the T-lymphocyte effectors

(HTL, CTL) short-lived (5 days); all other parameters are left the

same.

The longevity of T-lymphocyte effectors has a profound effect on

the model behavior. An example is illustrated in Fig. 8. This tumor

(having an antigenicity corresponding to 11=1.0, 12=0.3) grows

progressively (i.e. sneaks through) when it is introduced in a small

dose (e.g. 1 cell, Fig. 8a), it is rejected when introduced in

intermediate doses (e.g. 104 cells, Fig. 8b), and it grows

-
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progressively again (i.e. breaks through) when it is introduced in a

large dose (e.g. 105 cells, Fig. 8c). Such behavior is known

experimentally as the sneaking through phenomenon: the progressive

growth of initially small tumors in circumstances where larger tumors

are rejected [30]. Immunization with the same tumor enhances the

sneaking through behavior of the model (i.e. increases the range of

tumor doses in which sneaking through occurs) [15], which is in

agreement with the experimental data [31].

The progressive growth of the tumor introduced in a large dose

(Fig. 8c) is accompanied by an ever increasing immune reaction

involving extensive T-lymphocyte proliferation The progressive growth

phase of the initially small tumor (Fig. 8a) by contrast; corresponds

to a constant response of limited magnitude. Expansion of the antigen

(the tumor) does not result in an increase of the immune response.

This is known experimentally as tolerance or unresponsiveness. In this

model sneaking through thus corresponds to low zone tolerance, i.e.

tolerance arising upon the introduction of very small doses of antigen

[32, 331. Prehn [30] argued that sneaking through could not be due to

(low zone) tolerance because experimentally it was known to be enhanced

,
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by immunization [31]. The present form of sneaking through however is

enhanced by immunization and does correspond to low zone tolerance.

The process whereby sneaking through (tolerance) evolves in this

model can be revealed by examination of the phase plots in Fig. 9. The

figure shows that HTL populations increase when they are small,

decrease at intermediate HTL numbers (shaded in 9b), and increase again

at large HTL numbers. Thus although the HTL population is capable of

infinite growth it first has to bridge a region in which it decreases.

We define the minimum size of the HTL population required for

continuous increase by proliferation as the proliferation threshold.

The proliferation threshold corresponds to the HTL'=0 isocline that is

situated at high HTL numbers. If effector cells are long-lived, the

proliferation threshold, and hence sneaking through behavior, is absent

(Fig. 5c, d).

HTL proliferation depends on the IL2 concentration (i.e. depends

on the size of the HTL populations), and is thus a self-reinforcing

process. HTL decay however is independent of the presence of other

HTL. It is therefore evident (if the maximum proliferation rate

exceeds the decay rate) that large (stimulated) HTL populations

increase. Small HTL populations, on the other hand, produce only a

little IL2, and, as a consequence, proliferate slowly. If these cells

are short-lived, the slow proliferation rate will be outweighed by the

decay rate. This corresponds to population decrease.

In this model tolerance is thus intrinsic to the kinetics of IL2

production. Small doses of antigen induce low IL2 concentrations

because few effectors are activated. As a consequence these effectors

decay without much proliferation. By the time the antigen has grown

large enough to be able to activate a large number of precursors

concomittantly (i.e. large enough to induce high IL2 concentrations),

the precursor population has been reduced considerably due to the

previous activations. If activation of the remaining precursor

population is insufficient to generate an effector population larger

than the proliferation threshold, the system is unresponsive

(tolerant). Precursor depletion (here by activation) thus disables the

system to such an extent that it is never again able to mount immune

responses to that antigen. Precursor depletion was previously shown to

be responsible for sneaking through in precursor bound models (i.e.

systems that specify proliferation as a "once only" occurence) [2].

The proliferation threshold makes the current proliferative

T-Iymphocyte system precursor bound when it is slowly activated.

These results are in close correspondence with recent

experimental data [34, 35], which show that immunological activation in
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the absence of IL2 results in tolerance. In fact, it has been

repeatedly shown that antigenic stimulation (signal 1) in the absence

of helper T cell factors (signal 2) results in tolerance [36, 37, 38].

We show here that the absence of signal 2 (FACTOR) can be caused by

slow activation, and, moreover, that a high turnover rate of effector

cells suffices for the generation of tolerance.

DISCUSSION

methodology. In this paper we have concentrated on the dynamic

behavior of the model, and not on the existence of steady states. We

have shown that small differences in the model's initial state can

markedly influence the dynamic behavior. For instance, the

(artificial) introduction of 5 HTL at day zero (i.e. adoptive transfer)

changes the progressive tumor-growth behavior into tumor rejection

behavior. In addition, the results on sneaking through show that the

initial antigen dose can be of crucial importance for the outcome of

the immune response (this is in fact one of the most interesting

results).

Furthermore it is dynamically important that we stop the

simulations whenever the tumor becomes smaller than one cell (i.e.

tumor rejection) and whenever it grows too large (which corresponds to

death of the host). For instance, the immune reactions to the tumors

of Fig. 2 and 3 have a stable equilibrium at CTL=7050, ANGRY=2950, and

HTL=4876, TUMOR=1.3 and HTL=2551, TUMOR=2.5 respectively. Both steady

states are however only reached (a) after an unrealistically long time

(>100,000 years), and (b) either via extremely small (Fig. 2, after

"tumor rejection") or via extremely large (Fig. 3, after day 20) tumor

sizes. These steady states are very similar (they differ by a factor

two in HTL and TUMOR numbers upon a 2-fold change in antigenicity), but

the corresponding dynamic behavior of the model is very different (i.e.

rejection versus progressive tumor growth). It thus turns out that

biologically meaningful results could only be obtained by studying the

dynamic behavior; the steady states of these models are of minor

(biological) importance.

Numerical integration (simulation) is the only tool available

for this sort of "dynamical" analysis of complex models. One of the

disadvantages of numerical integration is the large parameter and state

space that have to be investigated. The (numerical) steady state
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analysis that we perform (by means of 0-isoclines) however structurizes

this large search space. Moreover, we show that the number of

dimensions of state spaces can be reduced (by making quasi steady state

assumptions) with preservation of an interpretable correspondance of

the 0-isocline plot to the model behavior. Thus, the combination of

numerical integration and graphical analysis of 0-isoclines enables us

to study the interesting (dynamical) properties of relatively large

models without "getting lost" in confusingly large parameter and state

spaces.

compartimentalization. In this model we consider only one

compartment, i.e. the peritoneal cavity of a DBA/2 mouse. For

macrophages this is a reasonable assumption because these cells

probably do not recirculate. Macrophages enter the tissue compartment

(e.g. the peritoneal cavity) from the blood compartment, and they are

reported to die (although this remains uncertain) in the lymph node

draining the tissue compartment [39]. T-lymphocytes on the other hand

do recirculate, and moreover they do so rapidly [40]. However, because

T-lymphocytes recirculate rapidly the populations in the model can also

be considered to represent the total T-Iymphocyte populations (i.e.

those of the whole body), since all T-Iymphocytes then travel through

the peritoneal cavity often. If T-lymphocytes do indeed recirculate

rapidly, increased T-Iymphocyte influx (i.e. inflammation) becomes of

minor importance. INFLAM in that case however incorporates the

increased production of T-Iymphocyte precursor cells after an antigenic

stimulation [41].

antigenicity. The relationship between tumor rejectability and

tumor antigenicity, as depicted in Fig. 4, remains similar if effectors

are made short-lived. For instance, a tumor corresponding to 12=0.2

cannot be rejected whatever its size (if DL=0.2), whereas the tumor of

Fig. 8 (12=0.3) can be rejected when it is large. If introduced in

small doses the latter tumor will however sneak through (Fig. 8a).

Thus, although the form of the curve of the largest rejectable tumor

(Fig. 4) remains the same, it is no longer true that tumors that are

smaller than the largest rejectable tumor are also rejected.

It is important to note that the ascitic SL2 tumor grows fast

(about one division every 16 hours) [20]. The fact that the model's

immune response is "too slow" for tumor rejection may therefore depend

on a fast growth rate of the tumor. The form of the relation between

tumor rejectability and tumor antigenicity however remains the same for

slow growing (e.g. R=0.1) tumors. The curve is shifted to the left,

i.e. to tumors with a lower degree of antigenicity. However small

doses of slow growing tumors, which can be rejected in large doses,
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rapidly reach a stable equilibrium (i.e. exhibit tumor dormancy [421).

This occurs independently of T-lymphocyte longevity. Sneaking through

of slow growing tumors is thus absent for this particular parameter

setting; however it does occur for other parameter values. CTL are

more important in the reaction to slow growing tumors that to fast

growing tumors because they have more time for proliferation.

implications of interactions. This model deviates from a

related model investigated previously [14, 15] in two interactions:

here (1) HTL restimulation depends on APC (formerly on TUMOR), and (2)

CTLP differentiation depends on HTL (formerly independent). We have

studied both models using an almost identical parameter setting. The

study of various models for a fixed set of parameters (i.e. the

multi-model fixed-parameter approach [2]), provides insight into the

role of the interactions that are varied. Alternatively, a set of

different models can be studied for "externally equivalent" parameter

values, see Refs. [43, 44]. The behavior of the current model differs

from that of the previous model in that it shows the continued

T-lymphocyte proliferation after tumor rejection. This is due to the

incorporation of HTL restimulation by APC instead of by TUMOR. The

incorporation of HTL factors required for the differentiation of CTLP

seems to have little effect.

CTL proliferation is incorporated at the effector stage. We

have also studied models that incorporate CTL proliferation at the

intermediate non-cytotoxic stage. These proliferating cells mature

(terminally) into the cytotoxic effector stage upon the release of

HTL-derived differentiation factors [45]. The incorporation of these

interactions influences the system behavior markedly: CTL populations

no longer grow infinitely large because they mature into non-dividing

effectors at some stage of the immune response. This can lead to

"exhaustive terminal differentiation" [46] which corresponds to the

theoretically described "overmaturation" [47, 48]; this results in

reduced immune responses in the case of high doses of antigen. Low

zone tolerance (e.g. sneaking through) however remains unaffected by

the incorporation of terminal differentiation [45].

tolerance. We have shown above that in this proliferative

model, in which no negative (e.g. suppressive) interactions were

incorporated, unresponsiveness evolves when T-Iymphocyte precursor

cells become depleted. In the case of tumors this generates the

sneaking through phenomenon. In the case of antigens that do not

expand infinitely (e.g. an allogenic organ graft) this corresponds to a

stable equilibrium between the organ at its normal size and an immune

reaction of very limited magnitude [45]. Such a tolerance state
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evolves in low zone circumstances (like sneaking through evolves here)

and in "neonatal" circumstances, i.e. in immature immune systems.

Depletion of helper T cell precursors and the course of IL2 production

determine whether tolerance or a vigorous immune reaction develops.
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